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https://vimeo.com/484991454
https://editor.p5js.org/xxux12/present/nB8--Aaqx

VOYEUR : WINDOW   2019

Pratt Institute, New York
HCI display on Projection 

Projection image credit to Arne Svenson's photography: THE NEIGHBORS.

A work that intends to push the audience rethinking “Peeping Tom”. It constructs 
a special moment for the viewer to feel the shackles of social morality. In the 
mudain life, people are always involved in the dilemma of morality and inner 
desire. To find the answer, it's necessary to face up this problem. In this work, a 
scream would be alarmed when the viewer gets close to the window.

VOYEUR: WINDOW
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REPLICA          2019

MIDAO STUDIO, China
3D Print Filament
19 x 12 x 10 inches

This is a work also about modern Chinese history. In my historical search 
for ancient bronze ware excavations, I found a story that some was 
discovered at the metal refinery at the end of the Cultural Revolution. 
Spiritual cleaning, this is a slogan during the Cultural Revolution. All old 
ideas and old culture need to be thrown into the garbage. But today, I 
intend to express my cleanup of my past knowledge structure.

REPLICA  
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https://vimeo.com/484991975

STRUGGLING PLUMAGE   2019

China Academy of Art, China
Artificial Plumage, Servor
4 x 1 inches

The plumage struggled, and the idea stemmed from the 
maple leaves I saw at Millennium Park in Chicago. Those 
leaves are beautiful, especially the red with vitality on the 
veins. I thought about it at the time, this is the power of 
color, but how do I express it into a mechanical device. 
Now my answer is using a servo, a feather, moving 
out from a pile of yellow leaves. I want it encounter 
obstacles, encounter stairs, and fall from top to bottom 
to the next step.

STRUGGLING PLUMAGE
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No EXIT                        2019

Pratt Institute, New York
Wood, Iron, LCD Light，Fabric
196 x 118 x 102 inches

Why highlight No Exit ？

Jean-paul Satre somehow points out the vanity of 
people''s desire in his play under the same title. In 
this work I embed my concept of fake about how to 
influence the public aesthetic in China. According to my 
research, the historical buildings of the Shanghai French 
Concession. I try to convey the theme of the post-
colonization phenomenon which is the baroque French 
place style that happens in China. Many real estate 
companies apply the advertisements which convey the 
idea “if you live in a French-style building, people with 
think you are in high social status.” But for me, it’s a 
thing worse than a joke. 

NO EXIT.
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CHOPSTICKS      2020

Pratt Institute, New York
Wood, Plastic Sheet, 
LCD Light
45 x 35 x 10 inches

PACKAGE FOR SHARING OR FENCE FOR LIMITATION?

My recent art practice put question to the “Please do 
not touch” policy in art institutes such as museum of 
gallery. People should have the right to experience art 
works with all five senses, especially the sense of touch, 
taste and smell. Subordinated to marketing and publicity 
interests, artworks are often presented at either end of 
subject to two extremes: free to view but don’t touch or 
experience it but pay for it. Therefore, my recent works 
all wrestle with the question of which one I should value: 
treasures or everyday commodities.

CHOPSTICKS 
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No EXIT  Ver.2              2019

Pratt Institute, New York
Wood, Foam Sheet, LCD Light, 
Projector
96 x 30 x 100 inches

https://vimeo.com/user104831530

No EXIT  VER.2 
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Photo by Federico Savini

MAGICAL VASE       2020

PART.1: INSTALLATION.

Pratt Institute, New York
Wood, Iron, Plaster，Fabric，
Servor
120 x 118 x 102 inches

https://vimeo.com/user104831530

I write a short novel for this installation. It tells a curse 
that happens again and again. In my opinion, the cursed 
vase is a mirror of human’s desire. It’s also an outcome 
of the hierarchy of human society. I want my audience 
to experience this work through their senses of touch 
and smell.

MAGICAL VASE
- Multimedia: three parts
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MAGICAL VASE: MANGA

PART.2: MANGA.

Online
Digital Drawing
A4
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MAGICAL VASE: SCRIPT

PART.3: NOVEL    

A tragedy caused by a curse. 
With the greed of human desire, 
the family is losing the glory of 
the past.
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VR WORLD           2020

Pratt Institute, New York
Display on LCD screen

https://vimeo.com/484992976

Cooperate with the group members in I Thought I Saw.Curated by Jan Rattia.

Virtual reality is a technology that pushes me to accept what Baudrillard 
argued above. Immersing in the VR world, my sight, hearing, and touch are 
controlled by a simulation. This simitation is based on code and algorithm 
which is an opposition of image. But the image is also a "replica," which 
approve a sentence from Ecclesiastes: The simulacrum is true.

VR WORLD  
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VOYEUR : HAN XI ZAI YE YAN TU   2019

Pratt Institute, New York
HCI display on LCD screen 

https://editor.p5js.org/xxux12/present/lTXqNAXm-

Using the ancient painter’s eye to represent a party 
which is wrapped in the pixel mist. Gu Hongzhong, the 
painter as a spy, tried to decode the persona of who 
wants to prompt a coup d’etat in a newborn dynasty.

VOYEUR: HAN XI ZAI YE YAN TU
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https://vimeo.com/484994444 
https://vimeo.com/484994451

SERPENT IN THE CANVAS                    
2019

MIDAO Studio, China
Wood Frames, Artifical Snake 
Skin, Gear Moter
91 x 10 inches

Represented by museums, people have built 
a delicate shell of "civilization." And the most 
delicate shell in museum is painting frame. 
Under the shell that seems everything ruled 
by rationality. However, uncontrollable things 
like snakes were exist under the surface. 

SERPENT IN THE CANVAS                    
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STATUES       2017-2018

China Academy of Art, China
Resin, Plaster, Zinc
Different Size

STATUES 
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EXTRA EXPERIENCE:
AS TEAM LEADER OF A SERIES 
ART TALK 

Aglhdlh
Lorem ipsum
Lorem ipsumLorem ipsum

BIO ART LECTURE

SHUYI CAO & REMINA GREENFIELD   
The creative application of bio materials

5.5.2020  9:30 am

Pratt FINA ARTS MFA SCULPTURE II SEPCIAL art talk

For more information:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JnULzU40a4&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KSqj91HKtGI&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NeFoWbrmZe8&t=789s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1H0opynHO0&t=1389s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OCz3yNNHJI&t=4010s

The project was initiated by two Chinese students, Xiyun Xu and Yichen Zhou. 

"Art Conjecture after the Epidemic" is a series of exchange discussions themed with "How 
will the art in the post-epidemic era be presented to the public". The idea comes from 
three aspects: Cai Xingyang's Trigger sharing meeting, Xu Zhiyuan's concept of "Social 
slices", and Jiang Jiehong raised questions about the future art circle when she interviewed 
Pi Li, the curator of M+ Art Museum in Hong Kong.
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NEO SCULPTURE CENTER PROJECT

Xiyun Xu and Qin Shi as two founders both 
believe that the Internet and algorithms will 
play an
increasingly important role in the art 
industry in the future, same as the VR 
devices.


